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DOUBLE HUNG
One of the most popular windows found in homes today, the double hung, thermal insulated
window features dual ventilation and easy-to-clean, tilt-in sashes. Includes the added feature
of dual night security locks, and the option of full or half screens.

SINGLE HUNG
Most suitable for mobile or manufactured homes, the single hung insulated window has a fixed
upper pane and a liftable lower pane that also tilts in for easy cleaning. They are custom-made
to fit every window opening in your home and feature dual-pane, sealed glass.

The sliding or gliding window allows one pane to slide smoothly over the other, and offers a 
more contemporary look while opening and closing without using any interior or exterior space.
The vinyl construction will never require paint, nor will they ever rot, peel or flake!

The Triple Track aluminum storm window provides versatility by allowing you to keep your 
screens up, down, or stored behind a pane of the window during harsh weather months. 
Excellent for screen & glass rooms, creating multiple energy-saving benefits!

The bay window is a series of windows that projects outward from the main walls of your home,
forming a bay that is either square or polygonal in shape. The bow window combines four or
more windows to form a curved arch. Either style will make your rooms larger and brighter! 

TRIPLE TRACK

SLIDING

BAY and BOW

Insulated Windows
With energy-efficient glass and vinyl thermal engineering, Dacraft’s
custom-manufactured, insulated windows come in a variety of styles!
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

FACTORY-DIRECT 
CUSTOM-DESIGNED, CUSTOM-MADE &

from 

SINGLE-HUNG

SLIDING/GLIDING

BAY BOW

DOUBLE-HUNG TRIPLE-TRACK SELF STORING

Insulated Windows

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Custom Manufactured with fusion-welded frame and sash

Vinyl Thermal Frames never require painting. Won’t rot, flake or peel

Dual Pane, Sealed Glass insulates your home in summer and winter

Low ‘E’ Glass and Argon Gas options

Fiberglass screens standard

Clear sash or Grid sash options

Built-in ‘J’ Channel for future vinyl siding installation


